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35 BELLE VUE TERRACE



An exciting opportunity to acquire a beautiful five bedroom Victorian residence  that showcases a wealth of 
original period features, located on the outskirts of Lancaster City centre. Belvidere is situated along Belle Vue 
Terrace, set back against the road amongst a row of unique and grand Victorian homes. The location is ideal 
for those working professional families looking to be close to the city whilst not being amongst the hustle and 
bustle of the centre. The property is also unique for such a central location, offering grand, well proportioned 
reception rooms, five double bedrooms and even a sizeable rear garden, single garage and private parking. 

Belvidere has been within the same ownership for nearly 50 years and has been a much cherished family 
home with particular care taken to the beautiful period features, with grand marble fireplaces to many of the 
rooms, deep coving and skirting boards and intricate ceiling roses. Set across four floors, which includes the 
two room cellar, the property is ideal for the larger of families and whilst it is in need of modernisation, it 
offers fantastic space and potential to create a truly magical and characterful forever family home. 



The historic City of Lancaster has so much to offer people of all ages with a growing 
cultural and music scene, excellent range of high street and independent shops, and an 
unrivalled choice of health care and local amenities. The purchaser of Belvidere will benefit 
from an exceptional choice of primary schools, the highly rated Boys and Girls Grammar 
Schools, and Ripley St Thomas which are all within walking distance. Both the Lancaster 
and Cumbria Universities are nearby and you are within walking distance to the Royal 
Lancaster Infirmary. The train station, which provides a 2½ hour commute to the centre 
of London, is within a 15 minute walk and J33 and J34 of the M6 are a short drive away.

From the front of Belle Vue Terrace, the wide stone steps lead you up to a path which 
brings you to  the grand original front door of this well retained Victorian home. Lawns 
flank to either side of the path to create a lovely first approach. You enter into a traditional 
entrance porch with the original Minton floor tiles extending into the entrance hall. The 
character of this home is evident from the outset with high ceilings, beautiful stained 
glass detailing to the inner door and original plasterwork to the archway within the hall. 
Two reception rooms are set to either side of this double fronted property. The first 
is the formal sitting room, a spacious and light filled reception space with high ceilings 
bouncing the natural light throughout from the tall bay window overlooking the front. All 
the windows to the front of the property have been replaced with UPVC in the traditional 
sash style to blend in seamlessly with the features of the era. A grand marble fireplace 
creates a beautiful feature, with an open fire set upon a slate hearth. The second reception 
room is a formal dining room that again features an ornate original marble fireplace, tall 
bay windows looking out over the front aspect and deep coving, picture rail detailing and 
a decorative ceiling rose. 

As you pass by the original wood paneled staircase in the entrance hall you will find the 
more informal setting of the breakfast room that adjoins the kitchen. This is a versatile area 
that would also make for a cosy reception room, enjoying an outlook over the rear. The 
kitchen is in need of modernisation, as with many parts of the house. It currently affords 
a range of pine units and worktops, with pine wood paneling to the walls and space for 
freestanding appliances. The window enjoys a south facing aspect over the private walled 
courtyard to the rear, with external access to this area. Externally adjoining the kitchen 
is an attached outhouse that was formerly planned to be incorporated into the main 
accommodation of the house to provide a grander galley style kitchen. Tucked away 
behind the staircase is the final reception room, a quietly located home office enjoying a 
lovely outlook over the rear. There is also external access to the rear and down to the two 
room cellar which has been utilised as a large store room and a fantastic workshop space 
that retains the original stone table that would have originally been utilised as a cold store. 

















The original dark wood staircase leads up from the entrance hall passing by a tall gallery window with beautiful stained glass detailing. The landing is spacious and provides access into the three double bedrooms on this 
floor as well as the family bathroom with separate WC. The bathroom retains the original Victorian bath set within wood paneling and the original vanity sink, a fantastic feature that could easily be retained with a little TLC. 
There is also a great selection of built in storage cupboards. The principal bedroom offers great proportions along with high ceilings and original features to include built in cupboards, picture rails and deep coving as found 
in all the bedrooms to this floor. An open arch leads into an adjoining dressing room that can also be independently accessed from the landing. The remaining two bedrooms are each of double proportions and feature 
original marble fireplaces with classic tiled inserts and hearths. The stairs continue up to the second floor. This attic space is fantastic for those with larger families and offers a further two good sized double bedrooms with 
double glazed UPVC dormer windows and a central storage room that could even be turned into a second bathroom, with access to generous undereaves storage. 















The gardens of Belvidere are a hidden delight and a true rarity for such a central location. The walled courtyard to the rear of the property looks out over the south facing aspect and is a peaceful and private area with 
ample space for outdoor furniture, access to the adjoining outbuilding and separate stone built log store. Steps lead up to the upper gardens that consist of tiered lawns and a selection of vibrant shrubs and trees. It truly 
is a little haven within the garden and a delight for the keen gardener to enjoy whilst also providing the option to be low maintenance for those with busy lives. At the top of the garden, a gate opens out onto the lane to 
the rear of the property where there is a shared parking area for Belvidere and the neighbouring property. Here there is parking available for two vehicles and access to the single garage. If additional parking is required, 
along with the space to the front of the property, the top of the garden could be opened up onto the drive as seen with neighbouring properties. 
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Agents notes: All measurements are approximate and for general guidance only and whilst every attempt has been made to ensure accuracy, they must  
not be relied on. The fixtures, fittings and appliances referred to have not been tested and therefore no guarantee can be given that they are in working 
order. Internal photographs are reproduced for general information and it must not be inferred that any item shown is included with the property. For 
a free valuation, contact the numbers listed on the brochure. Printed
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FINE & COUNTRY
Fine & Country is a global network of estate 
agencies specialising in the marketing, sale and 
rental of luxury residential property.  With offices 
in the UK, Australia, Egypt, France, Hungary, Italy, 
Malta, Namibia, Portugal, Russia, South Africa, 
Spain, The Channel Islands, UAE, USA and West 
Africa we combine the widespread exposure of the 
international marketplace with the local expertise 
and knowledge of carefully selected independent 
property professionals. 

Fine & Country appreciates the most exclusive 
properties require a more compelling, sophisticated 
and intelligent presentation - leading to a common, 
yet uniquely exercised and successful strategy 
emphasising the lifestyle qualities of the property.  

This unique approach to luxury homes marketing 
delivers high quality, intelligent and creative 
concepts for property promotion combined with 
the latest technology and marketing techniques.

We understand moving home is one of the 
most important decisions you make; your home 
is both a financial and emotional investment. 
With Fine & Country you benefit from the local 
knowledge, experience, expertise and contacts of  
a well trained, educated and courteous team of 
professionals, working to make the sale or purchase 
of your property as stress free as possible.



Fine & Country
Tel: +44 (0)1524 380560
sales@fineandcountry-lakes.co.uk
19, Castle Hill, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 1YN


